In [2] a two dimensional analogue of Lebesgue's theorem on differentiation of formally integrated trigonometric series was established.
1. Let T: 2"6z cne De a trigonometric series in one variable, with cn -* 0. Let x(9) = c0e + 2 cfeinf>.
n#0 ln
We say T is Lebesgue summable at 90 to sum s if X(0) has at 90 a first symmetric derivative with value 5. That is, if j{X(90 + t) -X(90 -t)} -st + o(i) as t -> 0. The following result is well known (see [3, p. 322 
]).
Theorem A. Suppose cn = 0(1/n) as n -» oo and suppose T converges at 90 to finite sum s. Then T is Lebesgue summable at 90 to s.
2. We are concerned here with a two dimensional analogue of Theorem A for spherically convergent series. We denote points of T2 by x = (xx,x2) = te and integral lattice points by n = («,,«2). We write n • x = nxxx + n2x2 and \n\ = y/n ■ n.
Let L(x) be defined in a neighborhood of x0 G T2. We will say, see [2] , that L has at x0 a generalized first symmetric derivative with value 5 if L(jc) is integrable over each circle | x -x0 \ = t, for t small, and if (2.1) ^/ " L(*o + ^")(cos 9 + sin 9)d9 = \st + oil)
as t -> 0.
If the limit in (2.1) exists only as / tends to 0 through a set having 0 as a point of density, we will say L(x) has at x0 a generalized first symmetric approximate derivative.
The following result was established in [2]. Theorem B. Let T: 2"ez cne'"X ^e a double trigonometric series which converges spherically at x0 to s, ]s\ < oo. Suppose the coefficients of T satisfy
for some number a > 1. Then the series (2.3) 2 5(*, + *2)V"+ 2 -p^zreinx 7I|+772=0^ 77,+712^0 Wl + "2 converges spherically a.e. on T2 to a function L(x) which has at x0 a generalized first symmetric approximate derivative equal to s.
3. In this paper we improve Theorem B by eliminating the word "approximate" from its conclusion. Thus we attain a closer analogue to Theorem A. Our result is Theorem C. Let T: 2"ez cne'"X be a double trigonometric series which converges spherically at x0 to s, \s\ < oo. Suppose the coefficients of T satisfy (2.2) for some number a > 1. Then the series (2.3) converges spherically a.e. on T2 to a function L(x) which has at x0 a generalized first symmetric derivative with value s. We will show Ait) and Bit) each tend to 0 with /. To estimate Ait) we note that y(z) is an entire function, so for |z| < 1, |y'(z)l < X. Ait) = f ' o{l)-tKdu = o(l).
To estimate B we note |Y(z) = fziz~lMz)) = -z~]J2(z) = z-1CD(z-'/2) = 0(z"3/2).
Thus
